
Name of Event:  Prep School Showcase  Dates Attended: Jan 21-22, 2020
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   8 - 9                     
Warren Coolidge ‘22 6’8    212 Carver High South Central 

Panthers 
(681) 301-9133 warren.coolidge@gm

ail.com
Janeene 3.71 GPA - 

Strong post presence, fluid around the rim. Ability to play face up from about 15 feet and in right now, puts the ball on 
the floor and uses angles as well as height to score it.  Extremely hard worker with a soft touch, willing to make the 
hustle plays. Seen multiple times - hard nosed kid that makes shots, working on expanding range, potential to be a 
Prototypical stretch 4, quick release and soft touch.  Playing well at the right time could change his recruiting drastically 
this summer  Has an upside and has shown a desire to accelerate progression ….First #SCENE with Mongomery. 

Mario Pettrino ‘21 6’1 Montgomery Top Jamz (747) 682-2677 Diditbig21@yahoo.c
om

Charles 2.9 GPA

Shots fired!!! Lights out shooter. All around hooper with a desired skill.  High quick release, makes shots against elite 
defenders

Butch  McCrae ‘21 6’3 205 Truth Academy Derio Basketball 
Club

(279) 332-9823 bluechips17@yahoo.
com

Brooke 3.0 GPA - 

Shooter - literally a hired gun!!  Wing with an understanding of the game.   Knocks down shots consistently from deep, 
open looks drop threw the net at a high rate from all over the floor. Father played at Indiana.  Can shoot it against the 
best athletes in the nation, doesn’t pass the eye test and then you watch the game.  Catch shoot need? Problem 
solved!!! - highly functional in all other areas…
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Jimmy Chitwood ‘21 6’3 Hickory Hoosier Hoops (977) 533-4249 hoosiers@timelapse.

com
Denisse & Mike 3.1 GPA

Exceptional athleticism, high level basketball player - quick burst, explosive, understands attack/downhill as good as 
anyone I seen.  Over past few years, I’ve seen him as a front runner-things going well he is a phenom, shit hits the fan 
tendency to display negative energy nothing outlandish just overall body language and demeanor issues that make me 
question his ability to stick at his “ceiling” schools… Walk in day one and struggle now what… without that growth over 
the next 12 months if I’m his advisor I would steer him toward a school with a NEED.  Big gap here for me (4-6 ranking)
… Worth a Mid Major scholarship in right situation now don’t know if its me!  You have to love him I think for it to work, I 
love him in the NEC, MEAC.  

     4 -5
Neon Boudeaux ‘21 6'7 190 Archbishop Carroll K-Low (877) 721-7171 shaq@bluechips.org Reggie 3.8 GPA

Long rangy athlete, eats on athleticism.  Skills catch up to raw physical attributes and Houston we have a problem for 
opponents.  But the facts are its all potential at this point.  Shines on the defensive end of the ball, in passing lanes and 
blocking shots… leading to transition offense where he is an x-factor.  Half court synergy and fundamentals need 
improved to reach potential.  Type of kid you develop and the big boys swoop in and steal tho’ Room for a lot of growth  
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Morris Thorpe ‘22 6’6 220 NE Prep Tomorrow’s Stars (997) 516-4966 whiteshadow@tvsho

w.edu
Melvin & Eljima 3.0 GPA

Below the rim wide body, that continues to improve and expanded his game.  Effective shot blocker, high motor and 
competes. Great pick-up from winning program and you know he has been coached. 

Abner Goldstein ‘21 6’4 170 Bishop Gardineir NO Cap Hoops (412) 360-7777 Abner@whiteshadow
.com

Julie 3.95 GPA

Lefty wing, excels in transition… Good athlete, streaky shooter, needs to add strength.  A year of prep could jump him a 
level.  Thoughts: Increase in level of competition would jumpstart his at times questionable motor from being able to 
coast.  Added muscle mass and overall increase in skills with basketball focus could be beneficial in this instance.   

      2 - 3                 

Whit Boyce ‘21 6’5 194 Red Sand TB Fire (888) 755-0022 dxon35i5m865ad
654axwm3sv00@
gmail.com

Nedra 2.32 GPA - 

Undersized 4, active around the rim, scores below rim, uses body well effective from the short corner-ft line in.  rebounds 
and defends with a passion.   Physically just different.  PSAC Frame right now with a level of progression that will need 
to accelerate to have impact at that level.  Would enhance a D-II practice right now prior to sr. summer.  Probably a long 
shot here for a three but type of kids you win titles with if you can pull it off.

Birdie Shakur ‘21 6’7 Hardknocks Prep Birdmen 2pac@AbovetheRim.
org

Tough around the glass, presence felt at both ends of the floor, continues to increase offensive productions. Uses size 
and length to disrupt the opponents flow at the defensive end. Ability to get into passing lanes, defend on perimeter and 
block shots. Not sure he could move to the wing in DII but worth a prospect day invite… he looks like an ALL League 
DIII big. A tournament bound type athlete.
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Clarence Trygee ‘21 6’7 190 Southern HS Team Frizz (949) 775-5004 andre3000@outcast.
com

Siafa 4.0 GPA

A rim protector, weak-side or on the ball.  Athletics and size (more growth?) make him worth a D-II eye, in the end who 
knows…12 month and maybe a prep year and you have a player. Most effective right now around the basket.  Can play 
10 feet and in facing up.  Good timing on blocks and rebounds, gets ball at highest point.  Depending on situation, if I’m 
in the PSAC I would like to know financial situation, maybe a kid to consider if basketball monies aren’t impacted.  Can 
he make a roster yes, can he get you a win probably years away.

Milton Reese ‘21 6’6 200 Carver D-up Stars (778) 849-1468 mreese@gmail.com Sha’Lane 3.29 GPA

Skilled wing, stays on the attack, lives in the passing lanes…using length and athleticism to impact the game at both 
ends.  Capable or scoring the ball from deep and finishes above the rim.  At a Div-II school, I am laying eyes on him this 
summer and tracking progression closely next winter season.  He should make that leap and early bird gets the worm.   

    2 - 3? (flashes only)
Marty Wuhl ‘21 6'3 178 Members Academy Breakbred (766) 645-7757 wuhlm0322@mcd.k1

2.pa.us
Lakia 2.87 GPA

Good athlete, shoots the very ball well…deep ball is more set shot than jumper but consistently makes long shots. Does 
have excellent elevation off the bounce on midrange (jump) shot  Skilled with the ball in his hands, able to use length 
and speed to get into the paint.  Slashing/Scoring type… Forces the action occasionally at the offensive end.  Capable 
of being an elite defender, played for winning HS program.  I tend to think most days he is a PSAC kid.

Chick Deagan ‘21 6'8 176 Denver Showtime (333) 354-9161 chickdeagan@stude
nt.denver.org

Karen 3.32 GPA

Athletic late bloomer, above the rim abilities with an expanding game.  Very good in transition and slashing.  I wouldn’t 
place a bet against him blowing up on HGSL (Hopefully we play) could be low balling here…ceiling to jump to a 5, last 
SCENE in 2019…Potential is an ugly word… right now, I’d have question marks in the grown mans PSAC.  Is he skilled 
enough to overcome the physicality.
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    1+ - 3	                 
James Bandillo III ‘21 6’5 196 O”Conner Cuban Link Elite (726) 161-4148 msbandillo@iclou

d.com
Madusu 3.32 GPA 

Speed, Size and Athleticism.  Showed flashes of being able to impact the game at Elevate (July 19)  Football standout, 
with a high motor and raw athleticism.  I could have projected him with outside shot at D-II as a rising junior…Natural 
Level of progression offensively would need to pick up… A lot can change in a year, haven’t seen in a while… definite D-
II Prospect Day guy. Some other prospects are ahead now but don’t have the same ceiling.

              2	                                                 

Daryl     Coleman ‘21 6’6 Bellvue Park Frenck Lick (939) 419-3723 Leatrice & Daryl, Sr. 2.89 GPA

Daryl is a DIII hidden gem, raw DII wingmen size and length with room to develop into very good player.  His rubber 
band has not yet begun to be stretched, in the right setting, I could see him blossoming.  He has 1000 points entering 
his sr year and can really shoot the rock.  He must get stronger, especially hips/explosion for recruiting to increase.   I 
project his as a quality second/third scoring option at the D-III Level, with the ability to defend multiple positions.

Rick Roe ‘21 6’6 Lower Barths NorthSide Pride (343) 178-2382 bluegrey@verizon.co
m

Kirsten 3.38 GPA

Caleb is an energy guy, heart and soul on the floor… a workhorse.  The type of kid you want on your team.  Hardest 
worker in the gym.  Athletically passes the eye test, but doesn’t jump off the charts with any one skill.  Proficient or 
better in every aspect. 

Shep Robinson ‘21 5’11 190 Fredrick Prep  Bombers (414) 012-8475 shep@comcast.net Cindy 3.8 GPA

Stocky strong highly skilled lead guard, sensational passer with ability to use first step, fundamentals and strength to 
get into the lane.   Excellent vision and feel for the game.  He has a lot of intangibles I want from my Point guard… 
drawbacks average speed and height.   I am thinking more 5’11 than the listed 6’1

James Hayward ‘21 6’4 186 Houston HS Ballers (443) 964-0674 jhaward@yahoo.com Phil & Lilly 3.86 GPA

Athletic above the rim finisher, overall game has matured… often best athlete on the floor.  excited to see progression 
summer 2020…Elite Athleticism … Not sold can play DII but wouldn’t be surprised if progression was made.

De’Andre Mackey ‘21 6'3 170 Kennedy JJ Trojans (208) 602-3097 jdkhertz@yahoo.com Lewis 3.8 GPA
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Highly skilled 6’3 possibly 6’4 wing… Lights out shooter, ability to create his own shot.  Aggressive and efficient.  Skill 
set screams gym rat, compete for minutes the day he steps on campus.   

Kyle Lee Watson ‘21 5’9 156 Washinton Rebels (734) 326-8698 honornbaprone@gm
ail.com

Carlton 3.5 GPA

Dont be fooled by this little stature… Huff comes up big against top-flight elite competition.  Consistently shot the lights 
out against scholarship guards in the GAC.  Luck follows speed and he doesn’t lack quicks… especially that machine 
gun release of his.  Seen him make 10+ threes in high high level games.   

Lonnie Parker ‘21 6’3 165 Palmerville Birdmen (734) 326-8698 lonnie.parker@gmail.
com

Martin * Maggie 3.71 GPA - 

Soon as I SCENE him tucked away in the Lehigh Valley, I thought he was a hidden gem… his athleticism stood out over 
very mediocre competition.  His court sense, vision and overall feel for the game was strong but maybe overlooked 
because of his above the rim finishes and bust into passing lanes.  Excited to see his summer against increased 
competition.  I suspect I will see much of the same. 

    1+ - 2	                 
Jackie Monday ‘21 6’1 Wortham Academy (798) 233-5455 mondayj@dogpile.co

m
Very good shooter, impact player at the defensive end of the floor, very long arms, lives in the passing lanes and 
extremely effective contesting shots.  Excellent elevation on his pull up... plays a little bigger than 6'1.

Merle Poole ‘21 6’1 168 Jefferson South Central 
Panthers 

(662) 340-4672 merle.pool@gmai
l.com

James 3.5 GPA

Plays the point with poise and confidence, made shots consistently at the 2017 COBL event.  Hip injury sidelined 
sophomore campaign.  Came back strong in 2020. Defends position extremely well.

Wardell Stone ‘21 6’4 210 Williamstown Outlaws (118) 810-9355 mek332291@yahoo.
com

Shameka 85.69 

Div III small ball 4-man, able to shoot the ball or get to the rim.  Physical and athletic enough to defend several 
positions.  Has a tendency to want to be a play-maker.  Very nice piece when not in love with his own shot.  

Nathan Cook ‘21 6'4 174 Valley Supreme (860) 761-7408 xcookx@snyderelect
ronic.com

Todd and Natalie 4.1 GPA

Great size …Makes shots, big shots…great size, skill, and athleticism combination .  

Mel Johnson ‘21 6’3 175 Upper EastSide Rowe Elite (993) 937-2952 markjohnson@johns
on.com

Mark 3.2 GPA

Big guard with long range arsenal, hard-nosed not afraid to mix it up

     1+           
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     1+           
Buddy Long ‘21 6’2 155 Patterson Jet Stream (682) 471-2016 leek@onelove.com Malik 2.5 GPA

Ability to score the ball consistently as Sophomore in the PCL.  2019 -Witnessed huge shot against Imhotep in District 
12 AAAA Final.  Intriguing prospect because of his size, shot making ability and you know he has been through the wars 
with some of the nations not just states best HS guards.   Had a strong summer going into junior year, and we look 
forward to seeing him this summer.

Moses Guthrie ‘21 6'3 154 Capital JWilliams (558) 460-4567 guthriee733@render.
org

Stan 3.95 GPA

Shoots the lights out, long range bomber ability to put it on the deck; excellent size and work ethic.  Looking forward to 
catching him this July.

William Wallace ‘21 6’2 1/2 174 Southeastern Hornets (762) 967-9880 billywall@gmail.c
om

Stan 3.85 GPA -

  _ Listed at 6’4, I thought 6’3 was a stretch… Kid can really shoot the ball.  Stretches defenses, ability to spot up moving 
at top speed up the floor and pop the long ball.  Able to put it on the floor enough to keep the Defense honest.  Will 
show well at a D-III prospect day.  Worthy of a look…

Kambic Fedor ‘21 6’2 182 Cambellville D-Up Stars (411) 772-4200 dup5@gmail.com Kevin & Suzie 3.7 GPA

Thick, strong guard… Pure knock down shooter, solid decision making out of the pick & roll, ability to go get you a 
bucket when things breakdown.  Instrumental in 2019 Haverford State Title run as roll player and more when needed.  
Increased production in 2020.  Worth a look… 

1
James Woodward ‘21 6’6 Capital Trojans (724) 900-4226 andrewaa173@gmail

.com
Jeff

Defense is by far ahead of offense.  Lengthy, wingspan and stride.  Looks to project as a rim running big, lacks the 
physical strength to impact a D-III game today but demonstrated some attributes that would make practices 
competitive. 

Luke Cage ‘21 6’1 164 Jefferson Orange Crush (412) 656-7108 jrburtonjr2003@gmai
l.com

Raneisha Rice 3.8 GPA
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Chester built tough, hard nosed guard, defensive ballhawk.  Best in the open floor, crafty finishes.  Defense is offense.  
Could show well at a D-II prospect day…Athletic enough to hold on

Miguel Greymissler ‘21 6’0 172 Wortham Academy TTG Select (611) 835-0811 uscjg@gmail.com Terry 3.98 GPA

Solid guard, looks like he is now bigger than 6’0… plays with very good pace, using body to fight of defenders.  ability 
to stroke it with exceptional range. Great passer and teammate.

Jamie Greene ‘21 6'5 176 Bellvue Park Eastern Hoops (720) 469-4507 justingreen1717@icl
oud.com

Philip 3.59 GPA

Nice size, won’t cause you any headaches will battle in practice and looks the part.  If you fit academically you could 
roster him with no problem

Steve Conners ‘21 6’3 165 Allenwood Gulden’s Gold (564) 333-4533 mrconners@conners
groceries.com

Steve, Sr. 2.89 GPA

Long - Athletic basketball build.  Nice lift on jump shot.  Wiry and Thin - Basketball PLAYER!!  Can do a lot… Body will 
need to change to take game to next level. Will add value to overall Prospect Day quality.  

    0 - 1                      
Biliy Frank ‘21 5’9 Northside Tech CLT Select 555-555-4544 frank..lynn@gmail.co

m
Gwenn 2.32 GPA 

Small guard, solid high school basketball player potential prospect day filler and full payer / locker room guy

Tyler 	Charles ‘21 6’5 242 Dolesburg Eastern Hoops (521) 890-3719 hoops1015@gmail.c
om

Elle & John 3.2 GPA

6’5 is still 6’5, good anticipation average athleticism did rebound his position against often marginal talent.  Invite him to 
Prospect Day
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